OpenJet Introduces the Most Exclusive Way to Watch
Almost Every Match During European Soccer
Tournament 2016
06 JUNE 2016, PARIS - NEW YORK

SUMMARY

PARIS, 06.06.2016: OpenJet, the first European online platform for air travel, announces a European
Soccer Tournament 2016 Tour Package for the ultimate football fan. The journey includes private-jet
air travel with OpenJet, ground transportation (to/from hotel-airport-venue), snacks and beverages on
board, and luxurious accommodation at the Four Seasons hotel throughout the whole trip.

The €550,000 “Platinum Package” includes private jet air travel across the country, up to 45
matches including semi-finals and final, as well as 31 nights at the Four Seasons Hotel George V,
Champs Elysées, Paris.
Personal Travel Assistants accompany customers from the moment of booking until the conclusion
of their journey to assure peace of mind, providing full personalization for the trip, and VIP access to
all matches.
During European Soccer Tournament 2016 , OpenJet will provide three exclusive packages for
football lovers. The ‘Platinum Package’ includes 31 nights at the Four Seasons Hotel George V,
Champs Elysées, Paris and VIP tickets for attendance to up to 45 matches, including semi-finals and
European Soccer Tournament 2016 final. Matches can be fully customized according to customers’
personal preferences, and accommodation can be booked flexibly with the option of either returning
to Paris or spending the night at the destination of the last game.
The ‘Gold Package’ is the quarter-finals package, and it includes up to 11 nights at the Four Seasons
Hotel and VIP tickets for 7 matches in 5 different cities in France. The ‘Silver Package’ is the semifinals package, and includes 5 nights at the Four Seasons Hotel and VIP tickets for 3 matches
including the semi-finals at the Stade de Lyon in Lyon, the Stade Vélodrome in Marseille, and final at
Stade de France in Paris.
OpenJet ensures customer satisfaction with a 24h Personal Travel Assistant service. Customers can
personalise their journey, choosing the matches they want to attend, and rely on their Personal Travel
Assistant to arrange the rest of the details - making for an unparalleled stress-free travel experience.
“There are many ways to enjoy European Soccer Tournament 2016 , but OpenJet’s packages are
unique and exclusive. We designed these packages for the customers who truly love football and are

eager to have new experiences, travelling with unmatched flexibility and comfort, as well as VIP
access to every match for the most complete experience. Our dedicated Personal Travel Assistants
will present the real peace of mind trip throughout the entire journey. Although these packages are
football-focused, we have put great effort into enabling our customers to experience the cultural and
historical offerings of France throughout their journey. After this European Soccer Tournament 2016
season, we plan on offering further tour packages to continue delivering unique ways to experience
travel, appealing to the colorful palette of interests of our of customers,” explains Raphaël Vullierme,
COO at OpenJet.
Tour packages can be booked via www.theultimatefan.openjet.com, and visit www.openjet.com for
further information on the packages and latest news on OpenJet.

About OpenJet
OpenJet is the first European online platform for private air travel, enabling travelers and travel
agencies to book private aircraft in real-time. The technology is based on a highly scalable algorithm
which provides extremely accurate search results. It allows a faster booking process for customers
and reduces flight costs by up to 20%. The end-to-end solution also streamlines commercial
operations like scheduling and pricing for flight operators. All data is delivered via a single and
intuitive user interface.
The company was co-founded in December 2014. The Executive Team consists of CEO Shawn S.
Sullivan (former FlightAware COO and Wall Street banker) and COO Raphael Vullierme (formerly
Rocket Internet). OpenJet recently completed a seed funding with a total amount of €3MM from SGH
Capital and European business angel investors.
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